The existence of numerous primary upper mantle travel-time branches contributes significantly to the character of short period body wave spectra observed at intermediate (10"-35") epicentral distances. The effects can be predicted through the computation of synthetic mantle response functions by the Cagniard-de Hoop algorithm. This method allows definition of the changes in the mantle response as a function of epicentral distance.
Introduction
Frequency domain studies of short period mantle body waves are often confined to large epicentral distances (A > 35") where the spectra are primarily dependent on non-mantle contributions (the source, the near source and near receiver structures, the response characteristics of the recording instrument, and noise). The (time domain) mantle response function for such distances is essentially a single spike. In the distance range 10°-35", however, observed wave trains are composed of several arrivals with different ray parameters that correspond to various travel-time branches. The response function corresponding to each successive arrival in an upper mantle wave train is different. There is a specific pulse shape as well as an amplitude associated with each mantle path (Hill 1974 In order to study the spectral characteristics of upper mantle wave trains, it is essential that detailed mantle transfer functions be available since the interference between successive mantle arrivals is a function of epicentral distance. The differential arrival times of the various mantle travel-time branches depend on the mantle model used (McMechan & Workman 1974) , so the correspondence between theoretically predicted and observed spectra is expected to be clear only for wave trains which have passed through a well-defined mantle structure.
The purpose of this note is to illustrate the variations of spectra which are due to the velocity-depth structure of the upper mantle. The sensitivity of the spectra of upper mantle wave trains to the upper mantle velocity structure confirms the necessity of obtaining precise structural information before a study of anelastic attenuation of the mantle from this type of data can be attempted.
Spectra of upper mantle response functions
Theoretically, the spectral characteristics of a real seismogram can be approximately reproduced by superimposing the effects of each frequency dependent operator that acts along a propagation path (Hasegawa 1971) . The success of such an approach depends on how well the theoretically predicted effects approximate physical reality. One contribution that is generally oversimplified is the response of the mantle.
For simplicity, the mantle response is often computed on the assumption that the mantle is a homogeneous isotropic half-space which does not produce multiple arrivals. This may be a valid approximation at some distance ranges (Frasier & Filson 1972) or if very short record lengths are used (Trembly & Berg 1968 ) so the effects of multiple arrivals are minimized. Near epicentral distances of 18" and 24", however, even a restriction to a short time window cannot eliminate the need to consider multiple arrivals because these are approximately the distances at which travel-time cross-overs related to the discontinuities near 400 and 650km depth occur at the start of the seismic record. This interpretational difficulty is not simply resolveable even from array amplitude data (Fuchs 1970; McMechan 1975) . Unambiguous identification of arrivals is the key to the reliable prediction of spectral changes as a function of epicentral distance.
In order to illustrate the wide range of spectral characteristics associated with a single upper mantle structure, the (time domain) response of the upper mantle model in the temporal separations of the main arrivals in the complete response function. When arrivals interfere with each other, the spectral modulation depends on the net enhancement or cancellation resulting from the superposition of the arrivals in real time. For epicentral distance ranges where the travel-time branches are well separated in time, the spectral character of the wave trains varies slowly with epicentral distance. In epicentral distance ranges where there are travel-time cusps or cross-overs, the spectral character varies rapidly with epicentral distance. Fig. 3 contains relative spectral amplitudes of the response functions in Fig. 2 for frequencies between 0.0 and 10.0 Hz. The method used here to calculate a spectrum of a response function is to take the modulus of the Fourier transform of a confined error predictor operator, the points of which are determined recursively from the response function by the algorithm described by Wiggins & Miller (1972) . The confined error predictor operator approach has the advantages that end effects are non-existent since the prediction error is minimized within the time series, and the spectra do not require smoothing if the operator is short compared to the time series. The curves in Fig. 3 may be oversmooth since the operator lengths were only 10 per cent of the length of the time series (Chen & Stegen 1974 ) so the differences between these curves should be considered to be minimized.
The wide range of spectral shapes in Fig. 3 is typical of response function spectra for the upper mantle. Small changes in the velocity-depth structure of the mantle can have a strong effect on the amplitude beliaviour of arrivals observed at the Earth's surface (McMechan & Workman 1974) and even slight changes in travel times can affect the frequency content of wave trains when interference between arrivals is involved (McMechan 1975) .
In order to avoid spectral distortions associated with various record lengths, the spectra in Fig. 3 were all calculated from the same record length. This is particularly important when dealing with upper mantle wave trains because the truncation of a record at various times involves the inclusion or exclusion of arrivals and the associated interference phenomena in the spectral computations.
The spectrum for A = 20" in Fig. 3 has characteristics similar to those illustrated by King, Bakun & Murdock (1972) in their description of P-pP interference. In the present example, the oscillatory character of the spectrum is also caused by interference, but the interference is between primary P arrivals. The spectrum for A = 35" is also of particular interest. This is the type of spectrum that is appropriate for studies of lower mantle models which produce only single primary amvals.
One of the applications of spectral computations is in the determination of anelastic attenuation. It is clear from Figs 2 and 3 that necessary prerequisites for such studies when based on upper mantle data are the unambiguous identification of arrivals, a detailed knowledge of the mantle response (in terms of pulse shapes as well as amplitudes) and interference patterns. A number of recent studies based on the detailed behaviour of body wave propagation have allowed serious questioning of the classical interpretations of anelastic attenuation ( on full wave solutions show that many of the characteristics which are often presumed to be due to anelastic effects can be related to structure. The wide range of upper mantle @depth profiles that can be found in the literature is probably to some extent due to inadequate consideration of frequency dependent structural effects.
Conclusions
The spectral characteristics of short period body wave trains recorded at intermediate epicentral distances are strongly related to the velocity-depth structure of the upper mantle. The accurate prediction of the spectrum of an upper mantle wave train requires the computation of mantle response functions that depend on both the velocity-depth structure and epicentral distance. The analysis of frequency dependent structural effects through the use of a full wave solution should aid in the study of anelastic attenuation in the upper mantle.
